FRATERNITIES.
Sigma Nu

GAMMA PHI CHAPTER
Established February, 1905.

FRATRES IN URBE.

John M. Evans
Harvey M. Houston
Floyd J. Hardenburgh
William J. Smith

FRATER IN FACULTATE.
James H. Bonner

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE.

1908
Vincent S. Craig
Arthur G. Davidson

1909
Allan H. Toole
Ivan E. Leininge

1910
Massey S. McCullough
William J. Tait
Frank E. Bonner

John J. Lucy
Josiah J. Moore
Elmer R. Johnson

Arthur I. Morgan
James B. Speer

Berney F. Kitt

Raymond Dinsmore
Robert C. Line
David L. Maclay
Sigma Nu

Founded at Virginia Military Institute, 1869.

CHAPTER ROLL.

Beta—University of Virginia
Epsilon—Bethany College
Eta—Mercer University
Theta—University of Alabama
Iota—Howard College
Kappa—North Georgia Agricultural College
Lambda—Washington and Lee University
Mu—University of Georgia
Nu—Kansas State University
Xi—Emory College
Pi—Lehigh University
Rho—Missouri State University
Sigma—Vanderbilt University
Upsilon—University of Texas
Phi—Louisiana State University
Psi—University of North Carolina
Beta Beta—DePauw University
Beta Zeta—Purdue University
Beta Eta—University of Indiana
Beta Theta—Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Beta Iota—Mount Union College
Beta Mu—State University of Iowa
Beta Nu—Ohio State University
Beta Xi—William Jewell College
Beta Rho—University of Pennsylvania
Beta Sigma—University of Vermont
Beta Tau—North Carolina A. and M. College.
Beta Upsilon—Rose Polytechnic
Beta Phi—Tulane University
Beta Chi—Leland Stanford, Jr., University
Beta Psi—University of California
Gamma Alpha—Georgia School of Technology
Gamma Beta—Northwestern University
Gamma Gamma—Albion College
Gamma Delta—Stevens Institute of Technology
Gamma Epsilon—Lafayette College
Gamma Eta—Colorado School of Mines
Gamma Zeta—University of Oregon
Gamma Theta—Cornell University
Gamma Iota—State College of Kentucky
Gamma Kappa—University of Colorado
Gamma Lambda—University of Wisconsin
Gamma Mu—University of Illinois
Gamma Nu—University of Michigan
Gamma Xi—State College of Mines and Metallurgy (Mo.)
Gamma Omicron—Washington University
Gamma Pi—University of West Virginia
Gamma Rho—University of Chicago
Gamma Sigma—Iowa State College
Gamma Tau—University of Minnesota
Gamma Upsilon—University of Arkansas
Gamma Phi—University of Montana
Gamma Chi—University of Washington
Gamma Psi—Syracuse University
Delta Alpha—Case School of Applied Science
Delta Beta—Dartmouth College
Delta Theta—Lombard University

Sigma Chi

BETA DELTA CHAPTER
Established September, 1906.

FRATRES IN FACULTATE
President, Oscar J. Craig
Professor Frederick C. Scheuch
Professor William D. Harkins

FRATRES IN URBE
Dr. Leon Coria
Gilbert J. Reinhard
R. King Garlington

Charles Edward Simons
Thomas Joseph Farrell

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE
1908
Charles Amos Buck
1909
Frederick Greenwood
Gilbert D. McLaren
J. William Maloney

1910
Arthur F. Bishop
George D. Little
Hugh T. Forbis
F. Thayer Stoddard

Walter H. McLeod
John H. Young
Clarence J. Forbis
Arbie E. Leech

1911
Ewing F. Montgomery
Angus D. Chisholm
W. Emmett Ryan

“Tuck”
Sigma Chi

FOUNDED AT MIAMI UNIVERSITY, 1855.

CHAPTER ROLL

A lpha—Miami University
B eta—University of Wooster
G amma—Ohio Wesleyan University
E psilon—George Washington University
Z eta—Washington and Lee University
E ta—University of Mississippi
T heta—Pennsylvania College
K appa—Bucknell University
L ambda—Indiana University
M u—Denison University
X i—De Pauw University
O micron—Dickinson College
R ho—Butler College
P hi—Lafayette College
C hi—Hanover College
P si—University of Virginia
O m ega—Northwestern University
A lpha A lpha—Hobart College
A lpha B eta—University of California
A lpha G amma—Ohio State University
A lpha E psilon—University of Nebraska
A lpha Z eta—Beloit College
A lpha E ta—State University of Iowa
A lpha T heta—Massachusetts Institute of Technology
A lpha Iota—Illinois Wesleyan University
A lpha L ambda—University of Wisconsin
A lpha Nu—University of Texas
A lpha X i—University of Kansas

A lpha O micron—Tulane University
A lpha P i—Albion College
A lpha R ho—Lehigh University
A lpha S igma—University of Minnesota
A lpha U psilon—University of S. California
A lpha P hi—Cornell University
A lpha Ch i—Pennsylvania State College
A lpha P si—Vanderbilt University
A lpha O m ega—Leland Stanford, Jr., University
B eta G amma—Colorado College
B eta D elta—University of Montana
D elta D elta—Purdue University
Z eta Z eta—Central University
Z eta P si—University of Cincinnati
E ta E ta—Dartmouth College
T heta D elta—University of Michigan
K appa Kappa—University of Illinois
L ambda L ambda—Kentucky
M u M u—West Virginia University
N u N u—Columbia University
X i X i—University of the State of Missouri
O micron O micron—University of Chicago
R ho R ho—University of Maine
T au T au—Washington University
U psilon U psilon—University of Washington
P hi P hi—University of Pennsylvania
P si P si—Syracuse University
O m ega O m ega—University of Arkansas

Delta Sigma
(Local)
Organized February, 1905

PATRONESSES
Mrs. Frederick C. Scheuch
Mrs. John M. Keith
Mrs. Herbert T. Wilkinson

SORORES IN URBE
Annabel Ross
Ona Sloane
Thula Toole

SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
1908
Frances Margaret Jones
May Elizabeth Murphy
Ruth Lenore Smith

Ethel Charlotte Evans
Isabel Elizabeth Ronan
Mildred Alene McGregor

1909
Mary Frances Rankin
Ethel Lenore Orvis
Verna E. Green

Edna Fox
Margaret Lucy
Nora Nickols

1910
Mary Josephine Elrod

Abbie Lucy
Marjorie Lee Ross
Eva Winnifred Coffee

1911
Maude Brooks McCullough
Ethel Marion Wilkinson
Lucy Dora Whitaker
Theta Phi

Organized October, 1906

PATRONESSES
Mrs. Warren Wilcox
Mrs. J. P. Rowe

SORORES IN FACULTATE
Eloise Knowles

SORORES IN URBE
Bess Epperson

SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE

1908
Helen Goddard
Carrie Hardenburg

1910
Flora Averill
Florence Catlin
Irene Locke

1911
Eda Hatch
Fay Foster
Annabelle Robertson

1919
Fanny Hathaway
Minta Lee McCall
Effie Cordz
Marie Freezer
Margaret McCampbell
Isma Eidell